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A B S T R A C T

Firms engaged in personal selling in business and retail markets tend to invest substantial portions of their
marketing budgets on lead generation through marketing agents and conversion by sales reps. However, such an
arrangement of marketing-sales interface has often been found to be inefficient due to the multi-channel attri-
bution problem. We use analytical models to find optimal sales compensation designs to solve the multi-channel
attribution problem. Findings suggest that contracts involving revenue incentives, lead qualification, and sales
autarky leave a gap between the first-best and the achieved profit due to budget balance, costs of lead quali-
fication, and the sales force's lack of specialization in marketing, respectively. An increase in risk aversion favors
sales autarky and lead qualification contracts over the revenue incentive contracts while an increase in overall
uncertainty favors lead qualification. A certain type of contest (or stack ranking-based pay) achieves first-best
profit when uncertainty is moderate.

1. Introduction

“Finding the right weighted formula for who (individuals, stores, e-
commerce personnel) gets what is the challenge.”

— Bob Amster, Principal, Retail Technology Group, in RetailWire
(Ryan, 2016)

Retail and business-to-business (B2B) firms selling products in in-
dustries that require personal selling (e.g. automobiles, real-estate, fi-
nancial services, technology products etc.) often utilize multiple types
of marketing channels (e.g. online and offline channels) in the process
of generating sales. Firms' activities in such sales funnels can be cate-
gorized into two broad types: sales lead generation (i.e. generation of
information about prospective customers through targeting, pro-
specting, information dissemination and persuasion), and sales lead
conversion into sales through presentation and persuasion. Firms are
increasingly using online and telemarketing channels for lead genera-
tion, while they continue to use their field sales force for lead conver-
sion (Oldroyd, McElheran, & Elkington, 2011; Levin, 2014). Over $2
billion is spent on lead generation through internet advertising
(Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2015). In a study of financial services,
Google's research shows that in 48.6% of financial products sold, cus-
tomers searched online but purchased the products offline (Morgan,
2012). Business press surveys suggest that 65% of consumers conduct

online product information searches before stepping into stores
(Skrovan, 2017). The size of the customer base that searches for product
information online but buys products offline has been estimated to be
around 40% for the automotive sector (Karr, 2016) and around 33% for
national banks (Joyce, 2018). B2B firms spend around 26% of their
marketing budget on web content development, while the figure is 25%
for B2C firms (Murton & Handley, 2018). Often firms complement their
online lead generation efforts with live chat and telemarketing, too. By
some accounts, telemarketing is growing fast and generates in excess of
$200 billion in revenues (Cron & DeCarlo, 2009). About 40% of the
sales force in large companies is devoted to inside sales, while the
number is 76% for smaller companies (Z S Associates, 2014).

There are two common themes across the aforementioned multi-
channel contexts. First, leads are generated by a marketing agent, who
is different from the sales representative (abbreviated as rep in the rest
of the paper). For example, in the case of online content marketing, a
web publisher may act as the marketing agent and generate internet
leads from his or her web page. Second, while the quality of each sales
lead (i.e. the probability that a prospective customer ultimately pur-
chases the product), depends on the effort made by the marketing
agent, it is often difficult to measure and verify this effort. Until the
sales rep makes an effort to convert the prospective customer, it is not
known whether the customer will purchase the firm's product. Firms
observe the final sales generated but find it difficult to attribute the
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revenue between the two agents. These two characteristics of lead
generation context create the possibility of free riding by the marketing
agent and the sales rep on each other's efforts. This problem is akin to
the moral hazard in teams (Holmstrom, 1982) and also a type of multi-
channel attribution problem (Kaushik, 2012).

We illustrate the problem with an example. Suppose an automobile
dealership gets leads from an affiliate website (additional information
about the example is given in web appendix). The firm can provide a
variety of contracts to its agents who develop content for the site and
generate leads. Once the contractual mechanisms for sourcing of leads
are in place, the marketing agents can put in effort to provide in-
formative and persuasive content (e.g., Uribe, Buzeta, & Velásquez,
2016) with search engine optimization (SEO). This effort results in sales
leads based on inquiries from the customers through web forms, web
calls, or emails. The leads get distributed to the local sales force, which
follows up to ensure sales closure. However, incentivizing the mar-
keting agent and the sales employee is difficult because the quality of
the intermediate output (i.e. the lead quality), is often uncertain and
unobservable. For example, an internet sales lead, in the form of a name
and an email address or a phone number, could be for a customer with a
latent interest in purchasing products from the firm or for a customer
who is going to waste the salesperson's time and not buy anything. As
the information provided in the web forms by prospective customers is
insufficient to evaluate the likelihood of sales from the leads, the at-
tribution issues arise when sales reps follow up on the internet leads.
When return on investment for sales leads is low, the firm cannot single
out any one agent for poor performance. The agents foresee these po-
tential problems, so they have less incentive to put forth effort. Em-
pirical evidence supports these arguments. On average sales reps con-
tact about 30% of the leads generated by their marketing departments
(Oldroyd et al., 2011; Gartner, 2002). In academic literature, some have
coined terms like “sales lead black hole” (e.g., Sabnis, Chatterjee,
Grewal, & Lilien, 2013). The possibility of fraudulent internet leads, a
practice dubbed as “Click Fraud 2.0” (Web ranking, 2010), can also
diminish incentives for sales employees. The issue of revenue attribu-
tion in retailing is growing due to the increase in interaction between
online and offline channels (Ryan, 2016). For example, attribution was
ranked as the greatest challenge in measuring the success of driving in-
store sales according to Chief Marketing Officers (CMOs) in a survey
conducted by the National Retail Foundation CMO Council (National
Retail Foundation, 2014). In the context of automobile retailing, the
issue of multi-channel attribution has been covered in Google's research
(Gevelber, 2016). The significant upside potential from coordination
between marketing and sales in lead generation and follow-up has been
demonstrated by Smith, Gopalakrishna, and Chatterjee (2006), and
literature reviews have identified the issue as an opportunity for

impactful and relevant research (Lilien, 2009; Mantrala et al., 2010).
This problem can be solved by two broad methods. First, by de-

signing a compensation plan that addresses the issue of moral hazard
arising due to the lack of observability and measurability of sales lead
quality. Second, by developing accurate and cheaper measures of lead
quality. In this research, we focus on the first solution. In particular, we
ask the following questions. If a firm sources sales leads from marketing
agents, then what type of incentive mechanism should it use to max-
imize their effort and its profits? A compensation design-based solution
to the multi-channel attribution problem has been suggested in the
industry (Ryan, 2016). For example, Canadian retailers are considering
overhauling employee commissions following the growth of online
sales (Financial Post, 2016). However, there is less consensus on how
compensation needs to be designed in such a multi-channel world.
Some sales compensation experts advise incentives based on the final
revenue generated (Salesbenchmarckindex.com, 2011) while others
suggest incentives based on the number of qualified sales leads (Smart
Insights, 2016). Incentives based on self-generated sales leads (e.g.,
Borzo, 2006; Hedges, 2014) and contests (Cron & DeCarlo, 2009;
Kolowich, 2013) are other possibilities. We address the issue of when
each of these mechanisms is more efficient and under which condi-
tions? How does the choice between contracts depend on risk aversion,
the extent of uncertainty in sales lead quality, or the importance of the
marketing activity?

To answer the above questions, we develop an analytic model that
includes a profit maximizing firm, its marketing agents who generate
sales leads through web content development or telemarketing, and
sales representatives who follow up on the leads for sales conversions.
The sales response function is an additive function of lead quality,
which is a function of marketing agent's effort, and sales rep's effort, but
the firm is only able to observe final sales and not the lead quality.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
literature and then model, results and conclusions in Sections 3, 4, and
5, respectively.

2. Literature review

Our research primarily relates to the literature in marketing and
economics on sales compensation, team moral hazard, multi-channel
attribution problems and sales lead management. For the positioning of
this research with respect to the literature, refer to Table 1.

In marketing there is a well-established stream of research on sales
compensation (Basu et al., 1985; Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998; Misra,
Coughlan, & Narasimhan, 2005). This literature studies the effect of
uncertainty, risk aversion, and job design on sales force compensation
and performance. Results from the literature suggest that the

Table 1
Research's positioning in the literature.

Papers Optimal
compensation

Multi-channel context,
attribution and/or sales lead
management problems

Study of effect of risk
aversion and
uncertainty

Method Sales compensation methods compared and analyzed

Linear
compensation

Lead qualification or
monitoring

Contest or
stack ranking

Basu et al. (1985) √ √ GT √
Joseph and Thevaranjan

(1998)
√ √ GT √ √

Kalra and Shi (2001) √ √ GT √
Syam et al. (2013) √ √ GT √ √
Gaba and Kalra (1999) √ GT √
Holmstrom (1982) √ √ GT √
Berman (2018) √ √ GT
Li and Kannan (2014) √ Empirical
Chatterjee (1994) √ Empirical
Sabnis et al. (2013) √ Empirical
This paper √ √ √ GT √ √ √

GT: Game theory.
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inefficiency of a sales contract increases with risk aversion and un-
certainty (Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998; Misra et al., 2005). The sales
compensation literature also extends to the subject of comparison be-
tween different types of sales contracts. For example, Syam, Hess, and
Yang (2013) study the efficacy of contests versus quota in the context of
imbalanced territories and homogeneous sales force, and find that
territorial imbalance hurts efficiency of contests more than quota. Si-
milarly, Joseph and Thevaranjan (1998) study monitoring and linear
incentives, and find that monitoring allows a firm to lower the amount
of total compensation paid to a salesperson. Sales contests are another
type of contract that have been studied in the literature (Kalra & Shi,
2001; Verbeke, Dietz, & Verwaal, 2011). For example, Kalra and Shi
(2001) study the subject of optimal contest design and find that the
total number of winners in a sales contest should not exceed half the
number of participants. Our research problem also relates to the subject
of sales compensation, and we also study the effect of risk aversion and
uncertainty on the sales compensation measures. In doing so, we
compare linear pay, contests, and monitoring-based contracts. How-
ever, we contribute to the sales compensation literature by studying
compensation in the context of multi-channel attribution and associated
team moral hazard problems.

In the context of multi-channel attribution and team moral hazard,
the problem we investigate is similar to the problem of free riding in
teams. The seminal paper in this area (Holmstrom, 1982) states that
there does not exist a budget balanced contract that can achieve first-
best efficiency. To solve this problem, Holmstrom (1982) suggests the
use of group bonus contracts. However, such contracts may be difficult
to implement in the contexts that we study, and they are rarely used to
solve the problem in practice. According to Holmstrom (1982), a con-
tract that assigns a bonus equivalent to the first-best outcome if the
jointly first-best outcome is attained, but a zero bonus if the target is not
met can solve the moral hazard in teams. However, such a contract has
two Nash equilibriums: one in which the agents put their first-best ef-
fort and another in which they put zero effort. Experimental evidence
confirms that group target bonus contracts underperform compared to
other contracts (Nalbantian & Schotter, 1997). Subsequent literature in
economics (Rasmusen, 1987) recommends complex contracts that may
be difficult to implement in the current context. For example, Rasmusen
(1987) requires a large penalty for a randomly chosen worker when
output is low. Although Marino and Zabojnik’s (2004) contract of in-
ternal competition between teams can fit some marketing-sales lead
management contexts, it is difficult to implement in the personal selling
contexts, as lead generation and lead closure involve multiple mar-
keting agents and sales reps working independently. The problem of
attribution and contract design in a multi-channel context has recently
been studied in the online attribution literature (Berman, 2018; Li &
Kannan, 2014). However, many retail and business products, for ex-
ample, automobiles, financial services, industrial products, etc., cannot
be bought over the internet or by phone and therefore, sales compen-
sation design in such multi-channel contexts is important (Noble,
Griffith, & Weinberger, 2005).

Empirical research in sales lead management (Chatterjee, 1994;
Sabnis et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2006) suggests ways to improve lead
coordination between marketing and sales, mostly through better sales
processes and lead tracking techniques, rather than through contract
design, and therefore our research is complementary to this stream of
research.

3. Model

Our model includes three types of players: the firm, marketing
agents, and sales reps. We describe the product market and the sales
response functions, the characteristics of the marketing agents and the
sales reps, their decisions, the decisions of firms in the product market,
and the game sequence. Table 2 and 3 provide notation and support for
the main assumptions of the model, respectively.

3.1. Product market and sales response functions

The risk-neutral firm operates in a market in which personal selling
is required to generate revenue. Selling products in this market requires
two distinct activities, lead generation and lead closure. Therefore,
firms usually assign two distinct agents to carry out these two activities.
The agent who carries out the activity of lead generation is called the
marketing agent while the agent who carries out the activity of lead
closure is called the sales rep. In the activity of lead generation, the
marketing agent puts marketing effort in the form of prospecting and
persuasion to identify potential customers and generate interest in them
for the firm's products. Once such a potential customer is identified and
influenced, the information about the customer, called the lead, is ac-
quired by the firm and forwarded to the sales rep for sales closure. In
the activity of lead closure the sales reps put selling effort in the form of
persuasion for sales closure, and upselling and cross selling of related
products at the time of sales closure. If the customer purchases the
product the sale is closed. A unique feature of this product market is
that it is often very difficult to separate the outcome of the two activ-
ities, and only a joint outcome in the form of final sales is observed. In
other words, the intermediate outcome, or the value of the leads that
the marketing agents generate, is not observable and verifiable, at least
without incurring significant costs. This unique feature of the market
creates the moral hazard problem1. Next, we describe the sales response
functions in this market in terms of model parameters.

Suppose that for every N sales lead, the sales generated by the firm
is denoted by Nx̃ , where x̃ is given as,

= + +x q s˜ ( ) (1 ) ˜.def
(1)

The variable q is the effort put in by the marketing agent to generate
a lead, +q 1̃ is the value of a lead to the firm, s is the effort put in sales
conversion, and ˜ is the total uncertainty associated with sales from the
lead. The value of the lead, +q 1̃, stochastically increases with the
marketing agent's effort, q. The random factor in the value of the lead,
or the uncertainty associated with lead generation, 1̃, captures the fact
that in spite of the marketing agent's high (low) effort, the value of the
lead need not be high (low). The total uncertainty is normally dis-
tributed such that N˜ (0, )2 , and it includes both lead generation
and conversion uncertainty. The parameter ϕ ∈ [0,1] is the relative
importance of the marketing effort to final sales, and it captures the fact
that the marketing activity is more important in some product cate-
gories but less so in others. For example, for a standard product such as
an airline ticket the marketing effort strongly affects final sales,
whereas for a highly customizable and complex product such as life
insurance, the sales effort likely has a larger role than the marketing
effort2. Parameters of the model are common knowledge, as the firm,
marketing agents, and sales reps all have sufficient experience in the
market. To focus on the demand side of the problem, we assume the
marginal cost of the product is 0. We normalize N to 1 for the sake of
parsimony.

1 While it can be difficult for a firm to evaluate the quality of a lead before
sales conversion, in most cases leads can still be tracked back to content created
by a marketing agent because in most companies a single web page related to
content is developed by a single person. Generally, web analytics tools (e.g.
Google Analytics) can be used to track back a lead to a single page (Slater,
2014).

2 Note that our model is general. As ϕ goes from 0 to 1, we consider all po-
tential cases, with 0 being situations where only personal selling is required to
sell a product and 1 being situations where only marketing effort is required to
sell the product. If we substitute ϕ = 1 then our results will apply to the case of
purely online services, though the focus of our research is on cases where ϕ is
intermediate.
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3.2. Marketing agent's and sales representative's decisions

The risk-averse marketing agent and the sales rep maximize their
expected utility subject to their individual rationality constraints being
met. In computing the marketing agent's expected utility, we consider
the certainty equivalent form of the utility function (Milgrom &
Roberts, 1992, pp. 246–247), that is,

=E u w x q E w x r Var w x c q[ ( (˜), )] [ (˜)]
2

[ (˜)] ( ),def

(2)

where w x(˜) is the income from effort, r is the constant absolute risk
aversion (CARA) coefficient, Var w x[ (˜)]r

2 is the risk premium, and c q( )
is the cost of effort. Risk aversion is the preference for less risky gambles
over more risky ones. A person with risk aversion is likely to invest less
effort in the presence of uncertainty because there is no surety that the
effort will lead to higher sales, although on average higher effort will
lead to higher sales.

The cost of effort for the marketing agent is =c q( ) def q
2

2
. Similarly,

the expected utility function for sales reps is
=E u w x s E w x Var w x c s[ ( (˜), )] [ ( ˜)] [ (˜)] ( )s
def

s
r

s2 , where w x(˜) is the
income from effort, and c(s) is the cost of the effort. The cost of effort
for the sales reps is =c s c( ) def s

2
2
. We also assume that sales employees can

generate leads, but it costs them =c q a( )s
def q

2
S
2

to put effort towards lead
generation, where a > 1. This cost of effort is additive, such that it costs
the sales rep +c q c s( ) ( )s to generate sales of = + +x q s˜ (1 ) ˜s .
The parameter a captures the benefit of specialization for marketing
agents, due to economies of scale and scope, when they generate leads,
whereas sales reps do not have such advantages. This is also the reasons
why firms may use marketing employees to generate sales leads in spite
of attribution problems. For example, the competencies required in
generating sales leads from internet are quite different from those re-
quired in converting the sales leads. The reservation utilities for mar-
keting agents and sales employees are normalized to zero. We also as-
sume that the firm can use lead qualification to obtain a noisy measure
of the quality of leads produced by the marketing agents. However, this
process is costly because someone has to call customers and ascertain
their prospects for sales conversion before sales effort is made. The lead
qualification process costs the firm f per sales lead, where f is a para-
meter that captures the cost incurred to validate the lead. The noisy
measure of lead quality is + +q ˜ q̃1 , where =E [˜ ] 0q and

+ =Var [˜ ˜ ]q Q1
2. The parameter σQ is defined as the lead qualification

error (or lead qualification uncertainty).

3.3. The firm, its decisions, and the game sequence

The firm chooses a contract to maximize its profit subject to the
individual rationality and incentive compatibility constraints for the
marketing agents and the sales reps. If z is the type of contract used by
the firm, we denote the contract Cz. The type of contract, z, can be a
team incentive or a revenue-based contract (in which case z = Team),
an autarky contract (z = A), a lead qualification contract (z = Q), or a
contest-based contract (z = Contest). We describe these contracts in
detail in the analysis section. The firm's price is normalized to 1, and
thus the profit margin is 1. Consistent with past literature, we only
consider linear contracts for all non-contest-based contracts
(Holmstrom & Milgrom, 1987; Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998). The firm's
objective function for each of the contracts is given in the analysis
section. The game sequence for the model is described in Fig. 1.

4. Analysis and results

We first consider the benchmark first-best case and then three other
commonly implemented linear contracts. After that, we consider con-
test-based contracts.

4.1. Benchmark first-best solution

Consistent with the literature in the area of sales compensation and
contracts (Holmstrom, 1982; Misra et al., 2005), we first calculate the
first-best benchmark results. The first-best benchmark analysis provides
the results that would be possible if there were no attribution problem
and each agent's contribution to sales could accurately be captured
every time a sale was made. The linear contract provided to the em-
ployee is of the form +bx w˜ , where b is the linear incentive, x̃ is the
sales generated, and w is the fixed component. The first-best problem is
given as follows:

= =E E x bx wmax [ ] [˜ ˜ ] subject toFBS
b w, (3)

= +q s E bx w r Var b x c q c s IC( , ) arg max [ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ) ( ),FBS FBS

q s,

(4)

+E bx w r Var b x c q c s IR[ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ) 0. ( ) (5)

The first-best profit, =
+

FBS
r

(1 2(1 ) )
2(1 2(1 ) )

2
2 , decreases with risk

aversion, r, and the uncertainty associated with sales leads, σ, because

Table 2
Notation.

Notation Description

Outcome variables
x The probability of conversion of a sales lead after the sales rep puts effort to close it.
πz Firm profit if z type of contract is used, where z ∈ {FBS,TI,LQ,A,C,EC} and FBS = first-best solution, TI = team incentive (or revenue-based), LQ = lead qualification,

A = autarky, C = context, EC = endogenous contest.

Decision variables
bq,bs Linear incentive (or commission rate) for marketing agent and sales rep, respectively.
wq,ws Fixed salary for marketing agent and sales rep, respectively.
Pq,Ps Prize amounts in contest for marketing agents and sales reps, respectively.
q Effort put by a marketing agent in generating a sales lead.
s Effort put by a sales rep in converting a sales lead
qs Effort put by the sales rep in generating a sales lead.

Parameters
Relative importance of marketing agent's role (lead generation) in generating a sale.

˜, 2 The term ˜ is the random part of the sales lead quality and N˜ (0, )2 , where σ2 is the measure of uncertainty in lead quality.
f Cost of qualifying a sales lead.
˜ ,Q Q

2 The term ˜Q is the random part of the qualified sales lead quality and N˜ (0, )Q Q
2 , where Q is the measurement error of lead quality measurement.

a Cost coefficient of effort for sales reps in generating sales leads.
r Constant absolute risk aversion coefficient of the marketing agents and the sales reps.
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Table 3
Model assumptions and their support.

Model component Main assumptions Support for assumption

Sales response function Linear additive functional form with normal errors We use a linear effort response function with normal errors, as is standard in the
literature (see Holmstrom & Milgrom, 1987; Lal & Srinivasan, 1993). Results from these
standard linear models have been validated by empirical research in sales force (Misra
et al., 2005 etc.).

Unobservability of quality of marketing leads, but
observability of final sales.

Sales leads are often in form of a phone number and some customer information like
name etc., from which it is difficult to discern the final probability of purchase (i.e. the
lead quality). It is also difficult to evaluate the quality of each sales lead because until the
sales rep puts some effort to convert the prospective customer it is not known whether
the customer will purchase the firm's product. If lead quality could be measured
accurately without any cost, the problem of lead management would not arise in the first
place. However, as per evidence cited in (see Gartner, 2002) it seems that there is lack of
agreement on lead quality. Note that while we assume that lead quality is not observable
costlessly, we do consider that it is possible to generate a more exact proxy measure of
lead quality if the company invests in lead qualification. This is reasonable because it
costs something to the firm to have a third party call on the customers and assess the
level of interest in purchase of a product. However, in spite of that it may not be possible
to get the exact quality of a lead.

Modeling of relative importance of marketing agent's role
(or lead generation) in final sales

Inside sales has varying importance in different product categories, types of market
segments and geographies. For example, for a standard product like an airline ticket, the
marketing effort strongly affects final sales, whereas for a highly customizable and
complex product like life insurance, sales effort likely has a larger role than marketing
effort. This variance in importance of inside sales has been covered by business literature
(Zoltners, Sinha & Lorimer, 2013). Note, that if we make the relative importance half, for
both marketing and sales to be equally important we are able to derive all the result and
hence, our model assumption makes the model more general.

Sales reps Functional form of utility Function and effort decision We use the standard expected utility model for sales reps (see Joseph & Thevarajan, 1998
etc.). The model has been validated by empirical research in sales management (Misra
et al., 2005). Sales reps only choose their effort towards sales lead conversion if they are
converting leads. However, they choose their effort towards lead generation if the firm
chooses a sales autarky contract. The cost of effort towards lead generation and lead
conversion are independent for the sake of parsimony (a standard assumption in such a
context, see Dong, Yao, & Cui, 2011).

Cost coefficient for lead generation Cost coefficient of lead generation is higher for sales reps than for marketing agents. The
assumption captures the benefit of specialization for marketing agents, due to economies
of scale and scope, when they generate leads, whereas sales reps do not have such
advantages.

Marketing agents Functional form of utility Function and effort decision We use the standard expected utility model for sales reps (see Joseph & Thevarajan,
1998, etc.). The model has been validated by empirical research in sales management
(Misra et al., 2005).

Proxy measure of lead quality We assume that the proxy measure of lead quality is a normally distributed unbiased
measure but one that has measurement error. Further, the measurement error is lower
than the uncertainty in sales lead quality. Since, it is a self-report measure, a
measurement error is expected. Moreover, if there were no measurement error then the
whole problem of sales lead moral hazard would not arise in the first place. Another
problem, with accuracy in sales lead quality is that while lead qualification measures are
often checklists for minimum criteria that a lead needs to cross, ascertaining the upside
potential of a lead is much more difficult.

Cost of lead qualification To qualify a lead a person has to call the customer and complete a checklist; this process
is costly, particularly, for lower value products like credit card etc.

Firm Exogeneity of profit margin We assume profit margin as exogenous and normalize it to 1. Exogeneity of profit margin
is a standard assumption (see Basu et al., 1985) that has been validated by empirical
research in sales force (e.g., Misra et al., 2005). Making the profit margin endogenous
does not change the results qualitatively.

Decision variables: contract types (first-best, linear contract,
contest), salary, commissions and prizes (contest)

We restrict our analysis to sales contracts that are often used by firms in the context of
lead management. For example, in Table WA B1 and B3 real life examples of application
of each type of contract have been given. We do this because other complex types of
contracts developed in economics literature that may solve the team moral hazard
problem may not be implementable in the institutional context of sales lead
management. For example, Rasmusen (1987) requires a large penalty for a randomly
chosen worker when output is low, and Legros & Matsushima (1991) require
randomization of effort by agents. Moreover, linear contracts have been shown to
approximate non-linear contracts in the long run (Holmstrom & Milgrom, 1987).

Strategic interaction Order of decisions As standard in principal agent models of sales force management, we assume that the
firm decides on the sales compensation after which sales reps and marketing agents
decide whether to accept the contract and how much effort to put in. Marketing agents
and sales rep make the decisions simultaneously, because neither group has a super
information set. Moreover, changing the order to sequential is unlikely to change the
qualitative results.
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risk aversion and uncertainty increase the risk premium required to
employ the employee, and a higher risk premium decreases the extent
of the incentive that the firm provides to the employee, leading to lower
effort, sales, and profit. Furthermore, the profit has an u-shaped re-
lationship with the importance of marketing, ϕ, because at high and
low levels the benefits from specialization and economies of scale in-
crease. Now, we consider a team incentive contract.

4.2. Revenue-based (or team incentive) contract

This section investigates the situation when marketing agents and
sales reps receive incentives based on final sales generated. The com-
pensation paid to the marketing agent is given as +b x w˜q q while the
compensation paid to the sales rep is given as +b x w˜s s, where bq and bs

denote the linear incentive and wq and ws denote the fixed salaries for
each of the employees. The firm's problem in this case is given as,

= =E E x b x w b x wmax [ ] [˜ ˜ ˜ ] subject toTI
b b w w

q q s s
, , ,q s q s (6)

= +q E b x w r Var b x c q ICarg max [ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ),TI

q
q q q

(7)

+E b x w r Var b x c q IR[ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) 0 ( ),q q (8)

= +s E b x w r Var b x c s ICarg max [ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ),TI

s
s s s (9)

+E b x w r Var b x c s IR[ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) 0 ( ),s s s (10)

+b b1 (budget balance constraint).q s (11)

Solving the above problem, we get,

=

+ +
+

<

+ +
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( (1 2(1 ) ) (1 (1 ) )(1 3(1 ) ))
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, (1 )

1
2

(1 )
2

2 1
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1 , (1 )
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2 4 2
2 2

2
2

2 2 2 2 2

(12)

The profit decreases with risk aversion, r, and the uncertainty as-
sociated with sales leads, σ, and it has a u-shaped relationship with ϕ.
However, the team incentive contract fails to achieve the first-best
outcome. The difference between profits with a contract and the first-
best profit that the firm can earn is defined as the inefficiency. The
results are summarized as follows:
Proposition 1. A comparison of the first-best and the team incentive
contract shows that,

1 A team incentive contract never attains the first-best outcome, i.e.,
πFBS > πTI∀ϕ,σ,r.

2 The inefficiency of the team incentive contract follows an inverted-u
shaped relationship with respect to marketing's importance in the sales
response function, ϕ.

3 The inefficiency of the team incentive contract follows an u-shaped re-
lationship with risk aversion, r, and uncertainty, σ, whenr (1 )

2 and

an inverted-u relationship when >r (1 )
2 .

Proof. See Appendix A. ▪

The benchmark first-best sales is higher than the sales from the team

incentive contract. This is expected because in a team incentive con-
tract, the marketing agent and sales rep must share the value of the
joint outcome of the lead generation and lead closure activities. This
shared payment decreases their incentives because each agent tries to
free ride on the share of effort put in by the other agent. For example, if
the marketing agent knows that he or she will get only a bq share of the
sales x̃ generated through sales leads, he or she will not give effort for
the b(1 )q share of the sales, x̃ , that will go to the sales rep. Nobody
knows which bq part of the share belongs to the marketing agent and
which b(1 )q part of the sales belongs to the sales rep, however, so
free riding occurs, without any penalty.

Holmstrom (1982) shows that as long as the contract involves the
division of commission payment between two agents, a contract char-
acteristic that is called budget balanced, there can be no contract that
results in the first-best solution. More generally, in the current context,
budget balance means that the total expenditure on the generation and
closure of leads needs to be less than or equal to the profit generated
from the leads. A contract that is not budget balanced would be un-
desirable and is rarely observed, yet a budget-balanced contract is in-
efficient in solving the lead management problem (Fig. 2).

The inefficiency of the team incentive contract is higher for mod-
erate values of ϕ because when both marketing and sales play equally
important roles in generating final sales, there is more propensity to
free ride for each of the agents. The inefficiency of the team incentive
contract has an u-shaped relationship when risk aversion is below the
threshold and an inverted-u shaped relationship with risk aversion
when risk aversion is beyond a threshold. The non-monotonic re-
lationship between the inefficiency of a revenue-based contract and risk
aversion complements the existing literature, which has primarily
found that inefficiency increases monotonically with risk aversion
(Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998; Misra et al., 2005).

4.3. Lead qualification contract

In the case of a lead qualification contract, the firm uses a proxy
measure of lead quality to compensate the marketing agent and pays
the sales rep on the basis of final sales converted minus the expected
value of the leads. The proxy measure of the lead quality is given by
q + ε1 + εq, where εq is the measurement error, and c is the cost of lead
qualification. The firm compensates the marketing agent according to
the linear incentive + + +b q w( )q q q1 , where bq is the linear incentive
and wq is the fixed salary for the marketing agent. The sales rep is paid
bs(s + ε) + ws, where bs is the linear incentive and ws is the fixed salary.
The firm's problem in the case of a lead qualification contract is given as

Fig. 1. Game sequence.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.035

0.040

0.045

0.050

Profit

−

Fig. 2. Inefficiency of revenue based contract plotted with respect to risk
aversion.
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follows:

= = + + +E E x b q w b s w fmax [ ] [˜ ( ) ( ) ],Q
bq bs wq ws

q q q s s
, , ,

1 (13)

subject to

= + + + +q E b q w r Var b c q ICarg max [ ( ) ]
2

[ [ ( )] ( ) ( ),Q

q
q q q q q1 1

(14)

+ + + +E b q w r Var b c q IR[ ( ) ]
2

[ ( )] ( ) 0 ( ),q q q q q1 1 (15)

= + +s E b s w r Var b c s ICarg max [ ( ) ]
2

[ ( )] ( ) ( ),Q

s
s s s (16)

+ +E b s w r Var b c s IR[ ( ) ]
2

[ ( )] ( ) 0 ( ).s s s (17)

The lead qualification profit, =
+ +

+ +
f2Q r Q

r r Q

1
2

(1 2(1 ) ( 2 (1 )2 2 2))

(1 2)(1 2 )
,

declines with risk aversion, r, uncertainty, σ, cost of lead qualification,
f, and lead qualification error, σQ. The profit has a u-shaped relationship
with the importance of the marketing agent, ϕ.

When we analyze the profit from the autarky contract3 we find that
= + +

+ + +
A a

a a r
( ( 1 ) )

2 ( ( ( 1 ) ) )

2 2 2
2 2 2 . The comparative statics for the autarky

contracts are similar to those of the first-best solution. However, the
inefficiency due to the lack of specialization in marketing activity de-
creases final sales, and this effect is greater if the marketing activity is
more important for the final sales generated. A comparison of the sales
generated from each of the contract types discussed above is given as
follows:
Proposition 2. A comparison of the profit from the four contracts shows
that,

1 Team incentive and autarky contracts do not achieve the first-best re-
sults, i.e., > r a{ , } , , ,FBS A TI .

2 The lead qualification contract does not achieve the first-best result if risk
aversion and uncertainty are low, and the importance of marketing and
cost of lead qualification are high. However, if the cost and error var-
iances associated with lead qualification are low, then lead qualification
solves the sales lead moral hazard problem.

Proof. See Appendix A. ▪

The benchmark first-best profit is greater than the profit from a
team incentive contract because team incentive does not break the
budget. With a budget balance, the incentives for marketing agents and
sales reps diminish because they get to earn only a partial share of the
total output that they generate, and they free ride on the other agent's
effort. The sales autarky contract fails to achieve first-best outcomes
because of the ineffectiveness of the sales rep in conducting marketing.
The lead qualification contract is inefficient relative to the first-best
when the cost of lead qualification is high or risk aversion and un-
certainty are lower. However, if the risk aversion and uncertainty of
sales conversion are high, the lead qualification contract can become
more efficient than the first-best because while the first-best does not
suffer from team moral hazard, it still suffers from risk aversion and
uncertainty. As risk aversion and uncertainty increase, the first-best
contract has to compensate the employee for taking the overall sales
risk with respect to both lead generation and lead closure efforts.
However, in the case of a lead qualification contract, since the mar-
keting agent is paid on the basis of a proxy measure of lead quality
whose uncertainty is lower than the overall risk associated with sales,
the marketing agent needs to be paid lower risk premium. A lower risk
premium for the marketing agent allows the firm to induce more effort
from the agent than that of the first-best. If risk aversion and un-
certainty are considerably high then this effect becomes strong, and it
makes the lead qualification contract superior to the first-best. This in

part may explain the popularity of lead qualification. For example, it is
reported that 50% of leads go through some form of qualification
(Gleanster, 2010). Sales autarky is superior to team incentives when the
importance of the sales effort to final sales is greater and sales reps are
not too ineffective in conducting marketing. These results may explain
the lead management problems highlighted in business press and em-
pirical research, as we described in the introduction.

In the next proposition, we study the firm's choice of contracts as a
function of risk aversion and uncertainty. We assume the budget bal-
ance constraint to be non-binding, that is, >r (1 )

2 , when we consider
the team incentive contract. The case when the budget balance con-
straint is binding leads to a larger number of conditions, although the
qualitative results remain the same.
Proposition 3. Comparison of the team incentive, lead qualification, and
autarky contracts shows that,

1 The team incentive contract is more profitable than the lead qualification
contract if lead qualification error variance and costs are higher or if
uncertainty and risk aversion are low.

2 The autarky contract is more profitable than the lead qualification
contract if lead qualification error variance and costs are higher or if
sales reps are sufficiently capable of performing the marketing activity of
lead generation.

3 The profit from the team incentive contract is higher than that of an
autarky contract if the importance of marketing in generating sales is
sufficiently high and if the sales reps are sufficiently less capable of
performing the marketing activity of lead generation. The team incentive
contract is more profitable than the autarky contract if risk aversion or
uncertainty are low.

Proof. See Appendix A. ▪

When risk aversion and sales uncertainty are low, team incentive
contracts are more suitable, whereas when sales conversion uncertainty
and risk aversion are higher, the lead qualification contracts may be
more suitable. Team incentive contracts are also more profitable than
autarky contracts when risk aversion and uncertainty are low.
However, as uncertainty increases, lead qualification contracts become
more profitable than autarky contracts when risk aversion is moderate.
On the other hand, if qualified lead uncertainty increases, then autarky
contracts are more profitable than lead qualification contracts. The
results can be seen in Fig. 3a and b.

When risk aversion is low, the firm tends to prefer team incentive
contracts over lead qualification and autarky contracts. As risk aversion
increases, the team incentive contract loses its effectiveness compared
to the autarky contract because of two reasons. First, as the team in-
centive contract involves two employees, the firm needs to compensate
both of them for the same risk related to the final revenue. Hence, an
increase in risk aversion increases the risk premium faster in the case of
team incentive contracts as compared to autarky contracts. Second,
since the team incentive contract suffers from a moral hazard problem,
the effectiveness of incentives in such a contract is lower compared to
that in autarky contracts. An increase in risk aversion leads the firm to
reduce incentives faster in the case of team incentive contracts as
compared to autarky contracts because the incentives are less effective
in the case of a team. Therefore, an increase in risk aversion leads the
firm to prefer autarky contracts over team incentives. As an increase in
risk aversion also leads to an increase in risk premium for two em-
ployees in the case of lead qualification, the firm also prefers autarky
contracts over lead qualification contracts. However, as uncertainty in
the sales process increases, the firm finds it more profitable to use a lead
qualification contract as compared to an autarky, or a team incentive
contract. This is because the increase in sales uncertainty can be par-
tially avoided if the firm can get a relatively precise measure of the lead
quality and compensate the marketing agent based on that measure.
These intuitions can be seen in Fig. 3a and b representing the strategy

3 The problem formulation for the autarky case is available in Appendix A.
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regions for the firm. The managerial implications of the above findings
are discussed in Section 5.2.

In the following subsection, we discuss a contract that solves the
lead management problem and at the same time preserves some of the
desirable characteristics of the above-mentioned types of contracts that
are often used by firms in such problem contexts.

4.4. Contests-based contracts

In deriving a contract that is more efficient than the contracts
analyzed above as well as more implementable than those in
Holmstrom (1982), we capture institutional details specific to lead
management and focus on the types of contracts that are already being
used. We first consider a contest where the firm pre-commits to prize
amounts and then a type of contest where the prize amounts are en-
dogeneously determined. For an example of such a contest-based con-
tract for sales lead generation, refer to Table 3. Stack ranking-based pay
is also used in retailing (Gott, 2017).

Suppose that the contest is run for a sales force composed of two
marketing agents and two sales reps. We only consider two employees
in the contests to keep parsimony. In addition, assume that the firm
randomly allocates the sales leads to the sales reps. The efforts by the
two marketing agents are denoted by q1 and q2, and the efforts by the
two sales reps are denoted by s1 and s2. Therefore, the net revenue
generated by the marketing agent 1 is given as + +( )q (1 ) s s

1 2
1 2 ,

and the net revenue generated by the sales rep 1 is given as
+ +( )( )s(1 ) q q

1 2
1 2 . The prize structure offered by the firm is such

that the winner of the contest between the two marketing agents gets Pq

and the winner of the contest between the two sales reps gets Ps. The
problem for the firm is given as follows:

= = + + +E q q s s P Pmax [ ] ( ) (1 )( ) ,C
P P

q s
, 1 2 1 2

q s (18)
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= =N i i jwhere (0, 2 ), {1, 2} and .1 2
2

Solving the above problem in case of risk neutrality4, we find that
= +( )C g

g
g

g
1
2

2 (0) 1
(0)

2 (0)(1 ) 1
(1 ) (0)

2
2 2

2
2 2 . This leads us to our next proposi-

tion.
Proposition 4. In the case of risk-neutral employees, the contest-based
contract attains first-best profits if = 1

8 2 . The profit from the contest-
based contract follows an inverted-u shaped relationship with uncertainty, σ,

such that = + >
+( )4 2 02

( 1 )
2C

2 2 if < 1
8 2 .

Proof. See Appendix A. ▪

The contest-based contract solves the lead management problem
and attains the first-best results when the uncertainty and the im-
portance of the marketing agent are moderate. The rationale is as fol-
lows. The marketing agents break each other's budgets and ensure
higher incentives, as the winner of the contest among the marketing
agents gets a prize created from the effort put in by both marketing
agents. The random distribution of sales leads also ensures that the
effort given by the sales reps to close each sales lead is common to the
sales generated by any of the marketing agents, and this common effort
is eliminated when the marketing agents are compared relative to one
another rather than to a pre-specified group sales target, as suggested
by Holmstrom (1982).

We illustrate the use of this contract with an example. Suppose that
marketing and sales are equally important in the product category,

= 1
2 . A car dealership has two similar marketing agents, who send

leads from their webpages, and two similar sales reps. Further, the
dealership runs a contest for the agents and the reps. If uncertainty is
moderate, these contracts declared by the dealership will lead to an
efficient solution because they ensure two things. First, they ensure that

a
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Fig. 3. Strategy regions.

4 With risk-averse marketing agents and sales reps, we are unable to derive
closed form solutions due to the complexity of profit expressions. However,
numerical simulations demonstrate that the qualitative results are similar to the
risk-neutral case. The analysis is provided in Appendix A.
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the dealership can clearly identify the outcome of the effort by
each of the marketing agents and sales reps, as the leads generated
from a marketing agent are randomly allocated between the sales reps.
This randomization means that a marketing agent cannot blame
the lack of sales on less effort by the sales rep because the other
marketing agent faces the exact same conditions. Therefore, a
payment based on a contest between the marketing agents ensures that
each marketing agent puts in higher effort to increase his or her
probability of winning the contest. For example, in the expression for
the increased probability of winning due to a marginal effort by agent 1,

>x x
q

Pr( 0)1 2
1

, we find that the effort by the sales reps gets cancelled out
and the increase in the probability of winning is only a function
of the effort put in by marketing agents. Specifically,

= = =>
+ + + + + + >

g (0)x x
q

q s s q s s

q
Pr( 1 2 0)

1

Pr 1
2

( 1 1) 1
2

1
2

( 1 2) 1
2

( 2 2) 1
2

1
2

( 1 2) 0

1
1

2 2
.

The effort by the marketing agent increases with the marginal prob-
ability of winning the prize due to effort, that is =g (0) 1

2 2 . The
marginal probability increases with a decrease in uncertainty because
that reduces the randomness of the contest and increases competition.
However, decrease in uncertainty tightens the participation constraint,
and beyond a point this tightening effect decreases the profit from the
contest. This causes the inverted u-shaped relationship between the
profit and uncertainty. The positive and negative parts of the equation

= +
+( )4 2 2

( 1 )
2C

2 2 capture the opposing effects.

Similar arguments apply to the contract faced by the sales reps. Second,
at an individual level, a marketing agent has the potential to earn the
full value of the leads generated, similar to the case of the first-best
solution, due to the potential of being paid twice as much in return for
marginally higher effort. For example, the expected payment is

>+( ) x xPr( 0)E x x[ ]
2 1 2

1 2 , whereas in a team incentive contract, the
payment would have been x

2
1. If the marginal increase in the probability

of winning the prize from a marginally higher effort, that is >x x
q

Pr( 0)1 2
1

,
increases, the contest is much more motivating than the team incentive
contract. More managerial implications of the research can be found in
the Section 5.2. For example, a stack ranking-based pay similar to the
one described above was used in the National Mutual Fund case in Cron
and DeCarlo (2009). In the web appendix, we also provide analysis for
the case of an endogeneous sales contest in which the prize amount is
determined within the contest and the firm only commits to a rule for
division of the sum. In such a case, the contest is budget balanced and
we find that it is efficient at moderate levels of uncertainty.

5. Conclusions and managerial implications

The academic contribution, managerial implications, and limita-
tions and future research scope for the research are given in the fol-
lowing subsections.

5.1. Academic contribution

We study the moral hazard arising from the multi-attribution pro-
blems that firms face when marketing agents source leads and sales reps
convert them into sales. These problems arise because the quality of the
intermediate product between the marketing agent and sales rep, the
sales leads, is unobservable to the firms and this causes the employees
to free ride. We study how compensation and contest-based contracts
can be used to solve this problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper to consider the interaction of sales compensation and
contests (Basu et al., 1985; Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998; Kalra & Shi,
2001), sales lead management (Chatterjee, 1994; Sabnis et al., 2013;
Smith et al., 2006), and multi-channel attribution (Holmstrom, 1982;
Berman, 2018; Li & Kannan, 2014). We find that contracts based on
team incentives, lead qualification, and autarky leave a gap between

the first-best and the achieved solution due to budget balance, costs of
lead qualification, and the sales force's lack of specialization in mar-
keting, respectively. An increase in risk aversion favors autarky and
lead qualification contracts over the team incentive contracts while an
increase in overall sales uncertainty favors the lead qualification con-
tract over an autarky and team incentive contract. We also find that
there is a non-monotonic relationship between the inefficiency of a
revenue-based contract and risk aversion, with inefficiency being the
difference between profit from first-best and profit from the revenue-
based contract. This result complements the existing literature which
has primarily found that inefficiency increases monotonically with risk
aversion (Joseph & Thevaranjan, 1998; Misra et al., 2005). We identify
a certain type of contest that solves the moral hazard problems and
achieves the first-best results, even when employees are risk neutral.
The contest involves randomly distributing the sales leads to sales reps
and comparing the marketing agents and sales reps to each other in the
contest. The contest achieves efficiency when uncertainty is within a
certain range. Such a contest can also be made budget balanced if the
firm does not commit to a certain amount of prize money but just to a
rule for division of the total profit generated from sales effort. These
results contribute to the literature on the comparison between sales
contests and linear sales performance pay (Gaba & Kalra, 1999; Syam
et al., 2013) and asymmetry in contests (e.g., Lazear & Rosen, 1981;
Kalra & Shi, 2001; Ridlon & Shin, 2013). The positioning of the paper
with respect to the literature is also given Table 1.

5.2. Managerial implications

The managerial implications of the research are given in Table Web
Appendix (WA) B3. A direct implication of our research for business
practice is that many of the popular incentive contracts are not efficient
at resolving the attribution and moral hazard problems, and depending
upon product and market contexts, specific types of contracts need to be
used. For example, we find that a parallel contest for marketing and
sales employees with random assignment of leads may solve the pro-
blem caused by attribution and moral hazard problems when un-
certainty in sales response function is moderate to low. An example of
such a context is the telemarketing context in the National Mutual Fund
case which is featured in the commonly used Darlymple sales man-
agement book (Cron & DeCarlo, 2009, page 430). As discussed in Table
WA B3, the stack ranking-based pay discussed in the case is similar to
the contract that we find to be optimal in such contexts. It is worth
noting that such contest-based structures are being used by 20% of
large firms to incentivize inside sales reps who are typically involved in
telemarketing (Z S Associates, 2014).

We also find that if employees are less risk averse and when un-
certainty is low, revenue-based compensation contracts can be optimal.
Towers Watson (2011) reports that telemarketing reps handling large-
volume sales transactions with short selling cycles have 25% of their
compensation tied to sales commission. Due to the law of large num-
bers, such high volume sales transactions are likely to involve lower
uncertainty, and hence it seems that industry practice may be in line
with the research findings.

We also find that when sales uncertainty is large and the uncertainty
associated with lead qualification is limited, firms are better off using a
lead qualification-based compensation. In industries where the deal size
is large and there are fewer potential deals, i.e., where sales uncertainty
is larger based on the law of large numbers, such contracts are likely.
Business markets for high-technology products and services match this
description and we find that many of the high-technology companies
pay based on the number and quality of sales leads (Z S Associates,
2014).

Finally, we find that when lead qualification costs are higher and
sales uncertainty is also high, sales reps self-generating and closing
leads may be optimal. In the life insurance industry, for example, clients
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vary in size, and it is difficult to predict sales in advance because of low
conversion rates and the product is often unsought. Thus, we find that it
is common for sales reps to generate their own leads (Morelli, 2015).

5.3. Limitations and future research

This research studies the ceteris paribus effect of the attribution
problem on optimal compensation design using an analytic model. In
future research, analytic and empirical studies could consider other
variables such as the experience of sales reps, their competencies,
asymmetry in ability between marketing and sales employees, in-
experience of sales reps in generating sales leads, and environmental
dynamism (Bierly & Daly, 2007; Dess & Beard, 1984) to see their effect
on optimal compensation design. Empirical and experimental research
could also test for the efficacy of different types of sales compensation
contracts under different conditions. Moreover, further analytic re-
search could incorporate incomplete information and competition. The
current research takes a compensation-based approach to solve the
coordination issues that arise due to the attribution problem in a multi-
channel context. However, such coordination problems can be solved to
a certain extent through communication and trust between managers
and teams across marketing and sales functions. Such an approach
would be complementary to the compensation-based approach studied
in the current paper. Another complementary approach would be for
the firm to gather some customer feedback regarding salespeople or
web content. However, such feedback may not completely resolve the
issues of moral hazard. For example, Markey (2011) discusses the
problems associated with linking pay to customer feedback. In addition,
the focus of this research is on purchase process till sales closure. In
other words, we have assumed that there are two distinct compensation
methods for sales closure and after-sales service. This can be so because
often after-sales service is handled by a different set of employees (e.g.,

customer service) or the compensation is different after a sale is
booked. For example, if an automobile is sold and the customer has an
issue with the automobile, the customer may directly go to the cus-
tomer service instead of the sales personnel who sold the car. However,
future research can consider situations where the sales incentives are
tied to long-term relationships with the customers. Also, the focus of the
current research is not on attribution problems for product categories
like books sold on e-commerce sites such as Amazon, in which case
sales conversion also takes place online. Future research can explore the
problem of attribution and compensation in such contexts. In the cur-
rent research, we consider asymmetry in ability of employees in an
extension. However, our research is silent on the cause of such asym-
metry. For example, the experience and age of marketing agents may
lead to such asymmetry. Past research suggests that work experience is
expected to have a positive effect on performance, whereas employee
age is expected to have a negative effect (Fu, 2009). However, we leave
the subject of empirical study of the effect of age and experience on
sales lead generation and closure for future research. Future research
may also consider the employee satisfaction effects of the different
types of contracts studied in the current paper. Further, contracts like
sales contests may only be effective for a limited period of time while
others revenue-based incentives may work for a longer time period.
Further, research may be needed to consider such factors in sales
compensation design.
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Appendix A. Technical appendix

For most of the proposition, only the problem definition, the sketch of the solution and the solution are provided. Detailed steps involved in the
proof are available in the Web Appendix C.
Proof. Proposition 1. ▪

We first consider the benchmark first-best case and then the team incentive (revenue-based) contract.

A.1. Benchmark first-best solution

The linear contract provided to the employee is of the form +bx w˜ , where b is the linear incentive, x̃ is the sales generated and w is the fixed
component. The first-best problem is given as follows:

= = +E E x bx wmax [ ] [˜ ( ˜ )] subject toFBS
b w, (23)

= +q s E bx w r b q s IC( , ) arg max [ ˜ ]
2 2 2
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q s,

2 2
2 2
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+E bx w r b q s IR[ ˜ ]
2 2 2

0. ( )2 2
2 2

(25)

First, we solve the IC constraint. The solution is substituted in the IR constraint and it is treated as binding. Solving the problem with IR constraint
as binding, we find, =

+
b*

r
(1 2(1 ) )

1 2(1 )2 , and, =
+

FBS
r

(1 2(1 ) )
2(1 2(1 ) )

2
2 . It can be shown that, < <0, 0r

FBS FBS
if ( , 11

2 and > 0
FBS

if

)0, .1
2

A.2. Team incentive (or revenue-based) contract

This subsection investigates the situation when marketing agents and sales reps receive incentives based on final sales generated. The com-
pensation paid to the marketing agent is given as +b x w˜q q while the compensation paid to the sales rep is given as +b x w˜s s, where bq and bs denote
the linear incentive and wq and ws denote the fixed salaries for each of the employees. The firm's problem in this case is given as,

= =E E x b x w b x wmax [ ] [˜ ˜ ˜ ] subject toTI
b b w w

q q s s
, , ,q s q s (26)
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= +q E b x w r b q ICarg max [ ˜ ]
2 2

( ),TI

q
q q q

2 2
2

(27)

+E b x w r b q IR[ ˜ ]
2 2

0 ( ),q q q
2 2

2

(28)

= +s E b x w r b s ICarg max [ ˜ ]
2 2

( ),TI

s
s s s

2 2
2

(29)

+E b x w r b s IR[ ˜ ]
2 2

0 ( ),s s s
2 2

2

(30)

+b b1 (budget balance constraint).q s (31)

First, the IC constraint is solved. Substituting the values in IR constraints and considering the IR constraint to be binding, we get,
+ + + = + + +E b x w E b x w r r[ ˜ ] [ ˜ ] ( ) ( (1 ) )q q s s

b b
2

2 2
2

2 21
2

2
2

. By substituting these in the firm's objective function, and then maximizing the
profit with 1 ≥ bq + bs as a constraint, the following solution was derived.

=

+ +
+

<

+ +
+

+
+

r r
r

r

r r
r r

r

( (1 2(1 ) ) (1 (1 ) )(1 3(1 ) ))
2 4 4 (1 )

, (1 )

1
2

(1 )
2

2 1
(1 )

1 , (1 )
TI

2 4 2

2 2

2
2

2 2 2 2 2

It can be shown that, < <0, 0r
TI TI

if ( , 11
2 and > 0

TI
if )0, 1

2 . By comparing ΠFBS and ΠTI, we find:

(i) ΠFBS > Π TI∀ϕ,σ,r; > 0 0,( ) 1
2

FBS TI
and < 0( )FBS TI2

2 ;

(ii) < 0r
( )FBS TI

if r < r* and > 0r
( )FBS TI

if <r r* (1 )
2 2 , where r* is a root of ΠFBS −ΠTI > 0 when r (1 )

2 ; > 0r
( )FBS TI

if

< <r r**(1 )
2 and < 0r

( )FBS TI
if r** < r, where r** is a root of ΠFBS −ΠTI > 0 when >r (1 )

2 . We find analogous results for σ.■

Proof. Proposition 2. ▪

A.3. Lead qualification contract

= = + + +E E x b q w b s w fmax [ ] [˜ ( ) ( ) ]Q
b b w w

q q q s s
, , ,

1
q s q s (32)

subject to

= + + +q E b q w r b q ICarg max [ ( ) ]
2 2

( )Q

q
q q q q Q1

2 2
2

(33)

+ + +E b q w r b q IR[ ( ) ]
2 2

0 ( )q q q q Q1
2 2

2

(34)

= + +s E b s w r b s ICarg max [ ( ) ]
2 2

( )Q

s
s s s

2 2
2

(35)

+ +E b s w r b s IR[ ( ) ]
2 2

0 ( ).s s s
2 2

2

(36)

=
+ +

+ +
r

r r
fWe find, 1

2
(1 2(1 ) ( (1 ) ))

(1 )(1 )
2 .Q Q

Q

2 2 2 2

2 2
(37)

It can be shown that, < < < < <0, 0, 0, 0, 0r f
Q Q Q Q

Q

Q
if ( , 11

2 and > 0
Q

if )0, 1
2 .

A.4. Independent sales rep contract (autarky)

= =E E x bx wmax [ ] [˜ ˜ ] subject toA
b w, (38)

= +q s E bx w r Var b x c q c s IC( , ) arg max [ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ) ( )A A

q s
s

,S (39)

+E bx w r Var b x c q c s IR[ ˜ ]
2

[ (˜)] ( ) ( ) 0. ( )s (40)
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= + +
+ + +

a
a a r

We find, ( ( 1 ) )
2 ( (2 ( 1 ) ) )

.A
2 2 2

2 2 2 (41)

On comparison, we find that

(1.) > >r a{ , } , , , 1FBS TI A .

(2.) ΠFBS > Π Q if < < < < <
+

f f0 , 0 ,Q1
2

1
Q

2
2 2 and < <

+ + + +

+ +
r0

2 5 6 2 2 2

2 7 8 4
Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3

2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 , or 0 < σ < σQ,ϕ1 < ϕ < 1 and 0 < r,

where ϕ1 is a root of + + =2 7 8 4 0Q Q Q Q
2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 and f1 = ΠQ −ΠFBS. ■

Proof. Proposition 3. ▪

(1.) ΠTI > Π Q if < f0 ¯ Q TI and (i) or (ii) hold, where (i) 0 < ϕ < ϕ2, 0 < r < r1 and, <
Q

Q,(ii) ϕ2 < ϕ, 0 < r and <
Q

Q, where r1 and

Q
are roots of ΠQ −ΠTI = 0, and ϕ2 is a root of − 2 + 5ϕ − 4ϕ2 + 2ϕ3 = 0 or if f ¯ Q TI , where =

+ +

+ +
¯ Q r

r r
1
2

(1 2(1 ) ( (1 ) ))

(1 )(1 )
Q

Q

2 2 2 2

2 2 .

(2.) ΠA > Π Q if < f0 ¯ Q TI , and any one of (i), (ii) or (iii) hold, where (i) < < <r r0 , 01
2 2 and <

Q
Q,(ii) < <a r1 , 01 and

<
Q

Q, (iii) < <a r r, 01 2 and <
Q

Q, where, r2 and
Q

are roots of ΠQ −ΠTI = 0 or if f ¯ Q A.

(3.) ΠTI > Π A if < < ++ + +a1 1 2 1 4 6 4 22
2

2 3 4
4 and 0 < r < r3, or ++ + +a 1 2 1 4 6 4 22

2
2 3 4

4 , where r3 is a root of ΠTI −ΠA = 0.
■

Proof. Proposition 4. ▪

The problem for the firm is given as follows:

= = + + +

= + >

+ >

= + >

+ >

= =

E q q s s P P

q q q u P
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q q u P
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i

First, we solve the incentive compatibility constraint for the marketing agents. Then we solve the individual rationality constraint, and get 1 − ϕ2g
(0)2u(Pq

∗) ⩾ 0 and 1 − (1 − ϕ)2g(0)2u(Ps
∗) ≥ 0. Assuming the participation constraints to be binding, the profit from a pair of sales and

marketing employees is, = +( )C g
g

g
g

1
2

2 (0) 1
(0)

2 (0)(1 ) 1
(0) (1 )

2
2 2

2
2 2 where, =g (0) 1

2 2 after adjusting for the fact that the contest has two

marketing and sales employees. For = = = = < > <r 0, if and , if orC FBS C FBS1
8 2

1
2

1
8 2

1
8 2 . In addition, < 0 if

C

> > <and 0 if .1
8 2

1
8 2

C

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2019.06.016.
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